INTRODUCTION
Let G be an exceptional group of Lie type over a finite field IF,, q = p", and assume the Weyl rank of G is at least four. Let J2 be the collection of long root subgroups of G and r the long root elements of G. In [5, 61 we determined those subgroups L of G, generated by long root subgroups, satisfying O,(L) = 1. This was done by studying the geometry of G acting on Q; classification theorems were only used in [6] to identify the possible groups occurring. In this paper we make use of the deep theorem of Aschbacher [ 1 ] classifying the groups of Lie type over fields of odd characteristic to determine those subgroups L of G with O,(L) = 1, L generated by a conjugacy class of elements from r, when p > 2. This study will be continued in [7] where the theorem of Aschbacher [ 11, Fischer [9] , and Timmesfeld [ 121 are used to handle the case p = 2.
The determination of the subgroups of classical groups generated by elements central in a long subgroup was carried out by Kantor [lo] using the formentioned classification theorems. For references on earlier "geometrical" attempts at this problem for classical groups, see the introduction of [lo] .
One may think of this as a program for determining the most natural subgroups, apart from the parabolic subgroups in G, and a beginning of the determination of all the semisimple (central product of quasisimple groups) whose normalizers are maximal in G.
NOTATION
Let G be an exception group of Lie trype over F,, q = p", with p > 2, and Weyl rank at least four. Let 0 be the collection of long root subgroups, l-= Um g,(X), where for an elementary group X, 8',(X) = {(x): x E x"). For L a subgroup of G, let Q(L) = {X E 0: X< L} and T(L) = {x E I? x < L}. For x E r, let R, = O,(Z(C,(x))). R, is the long root subgroups of G which contains x. A subgroup L of G is a n (T 
Our main results are (2.1) (2.2) THEOREM 1. Assume G is one of F4(q), 'E,(q), E,(q), E,(q) or E,(q) and L < G satisfies (2.1). Then O,(J?) = 1. Moreover, zf z = G, then we have one of the following:
(i) L = C,(p), afield isomorphism of G, i.e., L g G,(q,) for some q0 with q = qr, where G = G,(q); or (ii) G = E,(q), L = C,(a) z 2E,(q,), q = qi"', m odd (where o is a twisted automorphism).
(2.3) THEOREM 2. Assume G, L are as in (2.2) . For each isomorphism type that occurs for L, the conjugacy class of L in z is unique.
(2.4) Remark. Because of Kantor's result [lo] for classical groups, once (2.2) is established, (2.3) need only be proved in the case L, z are exceptional.
PRELIMINARIES
The following is essentially (12.1) of [2] and has also been proved for exceptional groups in [ 5 1. (3.1) LEMMA.
Let G be a group of Lie type of rank at least two, not *Fq(q), over a field IF, = IF,,. Let Q be the collection of centers of long root subgroups. Then for X # Y E 0, one of the following holds:
we will write (X, Y) E f or y E f(X)*
(ii) When (X, Y) is as in (3.l)(ii) we will write (X, Y) E f2.
When (X, Y) is as in (3.l)(iv) we write (X, Y) Ef4. Furthermore we extend this notation as follows: When x, y E I-with R, + R, we will write Y E f(x) (rev. Y E./Xx>> when R, E f(R,) (rev. R, E .MR,>>.
is a prepolar space of orthogonal type. Table I indicates which spaces occur.
All these facts are proved in [5] . It is also shown there that if X', Z' E S(X, Z), (X', Z') E fi, then S(X, Z) = S(X', Z').
Proof. This is in 151. (ii) SL (2, 5) or PSL (2, 5) , where G is defined over Fgi, the class of elements of order 3.
Suppose L < G satisfies (2.1) 
Thus we may assume p = 3.
By the above 1 N : C,,,(x)1 is a power of two. Set T = C,(x) and let S be an (2, 5) , and for x ET(L) let r, = R, f? L.
Also, let S, = O,(Z(C,(X)))
for x E r(L). Then s, is the "long root subgroup" of L containing x. Note y E T(s,) if and only if f,(x) n T(L) = f,(y) n T(L), and so rx < s,. We now prove
If L, G, rxr s, are as above, then rx = s,.
Proof. Let w E I'(L) n fo(x)
. A s ( s,, s,) = SL(2, Is,I), if s,I # 9, we can find w' E f 4(x) n r(( sX, s,)) so (s,, s,J = (x, w'). Then CL, sX, s, = (XT} = (L R,.,) and s, G CtR,,R,,,jcxj = R,. Thus we may assume Is,( = 9. Suppose there is a y E r(s,), R, # R,. Then (sX, s,) = (x, y, w). However, by [5] , O,((R.r~ R,, Rd) = Q is elementary Abelian of order 9" [here q = 3", m even] and Q is the standard module for (R,, R,) g SL(2,q). Let A < (R,, R,), A E SL (2, 9) , so QA = Q(x, y, w). Let V be the standard module for A. Then as a module for A, Q is isomorphic to V OFp F,. Thus by (4.11) of [lo] , dim,,qFZ'(A, Q) = dim,iqZF(A, V). But by [ 111, H'(A, V) = 0, and it follows that (x, y, w) is conjugate in QA to A. But then s, = (x, y) is conjugate to R, n A which implies s, <Rx contrary to assumption and the lemma is proved.
unless p = 3 and L r SL (2, 3) . Also by (3.4) either z E PSL (2, 5) or L is a group of Lie type in characteristic p. Zf z z PSL (2, 5) , then E z SL(2, q).
Proof. There are x, w E T(L) with L = (x, w). Then z E (R,, R,). Clearly (x, w) E f4, so by (3.1), J? z SL(2, q).
. Since L has a section isomorphic to PSL (3, q,,) , by [5] , L = SL (3, q) .
If X= (r(X)) = SL(2, q,J, we call X a hyperbolic line. Assume z is a group of Lie type in characteristic p with fundamental system @, and further assume @ has only one root length. Then L is a central quotient of the universal group G,(q).
Proof. By (4.2) we may assume the rank of t is at least three. Let R , ,..., R, be a set of fundamental root subgroups for L where t = rank@). That is, Ri E SL(2, qJ and if we form the graph with nodes R, and join Ri, Ej if and only if [Ii, Zj] # 1 (in which case (Ei, Ej)/Z((Ri 3 Rj)) z PSL (3, q,,) ), then this graph is the same as the Dynkin diagram. Now consider z = (ai: 1 < i < t). Ri E SL (2, q) 3) . By Curtis' theorem [8] it follows that z is a central quotient of G*(q) and the proposition is proved. In the remainder of this section we consider the case where z is a group of Lie type with root system @J of rank t > 2 and two root lengths. IfI ?z G2(q,,), then J? = G,(q).
We can find Y, , y2, Y, E f(x) n f,(w) nT(L) so that for each i# j, (ryi, r,,, w) = SL,(q,), these three groups are distinct and L = (rY,, ryz, ry,, w). Then z = (RY1, RY2, R,,,R,).
BY the proof of (4.24) in [5] (C,((R .",, R,,*, R,))) is transitive onf(R,) n.f&,) n f3(R,,)n f3(Rw) and for any such root subgroup, R, (Ry,,RYIYR,RW) g G,(q). It therefore follows that z E G,(q).
(4.7) LEMMA. If E z 3D,(q,), Q = O,(z), then E/Q ED,(q) or 3D,(q).
Proof: By Kantor's result [lo] , it suffices to prove L/Q is not exceptional, and to this end we may assume the Weyl rank of G is minimal, and Q = 1. L can be generated by four elements in T(L), and so E can be generated by four elements of Q(L). Each of the groups F,, , E,, 'E6, E, has an irreducible module V of dimension 26, 27, 27, 56 over IF, (lFql for *E,), respectively, on which the subgroups in R act quadratically. Moreover, if R E J2, then codim C,(R) is 20, 21, 21, 32 in the respective cases. If L = (xi : 1 <i<4), Ri=Rxi, then z = (Rxi: 1 < i < 4) and C,(z) = C,(L) = n:=, C,(Ri) # 0. It therefore follows that ,? is a proper subgroup. Therefore we may suppose that G = EB(q). Let 
M < L, M = (T(L)) 2 G,(q,). In (4.5) we already saw that I@ = G,(q). For any a E T(L) -T(M), L = (M, a). We can choose a E I'(L) so f(a)nT(M) # 0, say b Ef(a)nT(M). Let c E f,(b) n T(M). We may assume a E f3(c). Thus R, E f(Rb) nf3(Rc) = A.
/A( = (q9 + 1) (q5 + 1) (q14 -I)/(q -1) by (6.4) of [5] . F= C,(M) g F4(q) permutes A, and just by order considerations, the centralizer in F of a representative of each orbit is non-trivial. Therefore C,(L) = C,(z) # 1 and L is proper in G. Zf E= 3D4(q,), then O#) = 1, that is, z E 3D4(q) or D4(q).
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume G g E,(q). Set Q = O,(L). From (4.6), L/Q z 3Dq(q) or D,(q). Let M ,< L, M = (T(M)) 2 G,(q,), a E T(M), b E T(L) -T(M), b E f(u). Then L = (M, b). Set A = R,, B = R, and choose W Ef,(A) nQ(M).
We may assume B Ef,(W). By (4.5), fi z G,(q). Set f(A) nf,(W') n R(M) = {C,, C, ,..., C,}. z = (A?, B). Suppose L/Q g 3Dq(q). Then [Ci, B] Q/Q # 1. Since A E f(C,) nf(B), we must have B E n4,0f3(C,), and so by (6.8) of [5] Table VII of [5] , E z E,(q), F g F4(q). It can be deduced from Section 7 of [4] that E acts as a rank four permutation group in A with subdegrees 1, dP -w -wq4 -l)(q -11, d0W2 -l)(q9 -I)/ (q4 -l)(q -l), q*'. For Z E A, the suborbits of E, corresponding to these subdegrees are {Z}, Anf(Z), A nf*(Z), Anf3(Z). Now (MA fIM,J . F has two orbits on A nS(Z) with lengths a(q'* -l)(q* -l)/ (q4 -l)(q -1) and q9(q1' -l)/(q -1). If U is a representative in the first case, then F,. is a maximal parabolic of F with Levi complement B,(q), and (fi, U) is an extension of an elementary Abelian subgroup of order q' by A. Moreover, U Ef,(Cj) for i #j. Now let us consider S(Cj, U), j # i. By (3.3) if k #j, f(C,) n S(Cj, U) is a line on A. Set X = S(Cj, U) n A, thenf(C,) n,;f/ is a point. Also, as can be seen in (fi, U), the set of points ( U, f(C,) n.K': k # j) is a line of .X For a representative U of the second orbit, F, g B,(q) and (fi, U) = B3(q). In this case there is a unique j # i so that U E fi(Cj). Again consider S(Cj, U). Again by (3.3) , if k # j, thenf (C,) n S(Cj, U) is a line in A. Letting z = S(C,, U) n A we have Xn j(C,) is a point. In this case U together with Xnf (C,) are the singular points on a non-degenerate three subspace of .X as can be seen in (fi, U) z B,(q). Now we earlier made the assumption that B is in f,(C,) for i < 2,f,(C,) for i > 2. Now consider any u E f2(Co) and set X(U) = S(C,, U) f7 A. As S(C,, U) is a prepolar space of type D,, X is a prepolar space of type D, . If U' Ef,(C,) and X(U) #X(V), then X(U) nX(U') nfJC,> = 0. As ]f,(C,) nX(u)l = q", there are precisely (ql* -l)(q9 -l)/(q4 -l)(q -1) sets X(U). By (3.3) and the argument used above, for i > O,f(C,) nX'(v> consists of a single point.
Set { Zi} = f(C,) n z( u). Suppose (fi, Zi> & B3('q). Then we saw above that Zi are all on one line I of X(U). Co is collinear with a unique point on this line, and we denote this point by Z. Now for VEX(U) nf,(C,), (V, Ci) e f for i > 0, there are three possibilities:
In the first case (I', Ci) E f2 for all i. In the second case (V, Ci) E f, for i > 0, and in the third case (I', Ci) E f2, (V, Cj) E f, for j # 0, U. It follows by our assumption that {i: [C,, B] = 1 } = {0, 1,2} that we cannot have .X(B) =X(U) in this case. Now let U E fi(Co)n A, so that if {Z,) =f(Ci) nX(U) for i > 0, then (fi, Zi) E B,(q). Then {Zi: 1 ,< i < q} generate a non-degenerate threesubspace y of,X(U),=X.
Co is collinear with a unique point of Q(y) which we denote by Z. Now suppose VE fi(Co) f-GE Note that F, = N&T') % B,(q). It remains to consider F, and 'E,, and the classical groups other than A,, D,. We henceforth assume G = E,(q). Zf z z PSp,(q,), then z = Sp4(q).
Proof. Let rf z E PSp,,(q,), then L z Q,,(q).
ProoJ By (4.2) and (4.9) we may assume k > 3. Let A be a hyperbolic line of L, B = (C,,,,(A)), C a hyperbolic line of B, D = (C,,,,(C)). E = W,,,,(D)) > (4 '3 E = Wdq,)~ and L = (B, E). Thus z = (B, I?). By (4.9) , l? z Sp,(q). By induction B r Sp2k-2(q). In (6.7) of [5] we determined the orbits of F = (C,((A, B) )) on the &subgroups I? 4 C,(D) with (A, c) < E'= Sp4(q) and proved for each class, L = (8, E'> z Q,,(q). The result now follows. 1 l) (ii). Suppose k = 3. Then there are x, y, z E r(L) so L = (rx, rr, r,). Then z = (R,, R,, R,) and the result follows from Section 6 of [5] . Thus we may assume k > 5. Let X = (r(X)) <L, Xz SU,(q,). There are two cases to consider: zr SU,(q), 8~ SL,(q). Consider the case that if X is an Ksubgroup of L, Xr SU,(q,), then 2~ SU,(q). We show z is a central quotient of SU,(q). Let A be a hyperbolic line of L, B = (C,,,,(A)). By induction B" is a central quotient of SU,-2(q). Let C be a hyperbolic line of B. Suppose first that k = 5. There are r-subgroups D of L containing (A, C) with E z Sp,(q,) and L = (B, 0). Then E = (B, a). Now by (4.9) , fi E Sp,(q). E = (C,((A, B))) g SU,(q). E is transitive on the Q-subgroups d containing (x, C) with d 2 Sp,(q) by (6.7) of [5] . It follows in this case that 2 = (B, s) E SU,(q). Now let k > 5, D = G,,(C)).
N ow there are r-subgroups E of (C, LJ(D)) containing (A, C), E E Sp4(q,,) and L = (B, E). Of course ,? = (B, J!$. In (6.7) of [5] we have computed the orbits of F = (C,((A, B) )) on those Q-subgroups Lj < C,(E) with (A", C) < l?z Sp,(q). For each orbit with L = (B, E) a central quotient of SU,(q,) we have z = (B", 2) a central quotient of SU,(q). Now assume for X <L, X= (r(X)) E SU,(q,,) that 8r SL,(q). We will show that z is a central quotient of SL,(q). Now by the beginning of the proof k > 5. Let M, > M, > e3 be r-subgroups of L such that M,/Z(M,) E PSU,-,(q,).
By induction Mi is a central quotient of SL,-,(q). Let R R,-, , ,-**, be a set of fundamental hyperbolic lines of fi, that is, RirSL, (q) and [R,,R,]=l ifli-jl>l, (Ri,Rj)rSL,(q)ifJi--jl=l. We may assume R, ,..., Rk--l is chosen so that R, ,..., R,-, is a fundamental set of hyperbolic lines for Gj, 1 <j < 3. Set S = (C,,,,,(M,)). Then S z SL,(q,). Rk-, = (C,,,,,(M,)), so g= R,_, . Let S, = (C,,,,(M,)) r SL,(q,). S, < (C,,,,(M,)) z SU,(q,). Therefore (S, S,) z SU,(qJ and (3, 3,) = (m) g SL,(q). Set R, = 3,. Since S, < C(M,), [Ri, Rk] = 1 for i < k -2. It follows that R 1 ,..., R, are a fundamental set of hyperbolic lines for z, and so by Curtis' theorem [B] , z is a central quotient of SL,(q).
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 by considering the exception groups F4 and 2E,: (4.13) PROPOSITION.
(i) ZfE z F4(qO), the z z F4(q).
(ii) If L is a r-subgroup of type 2E, over iFyO, then z g 'E,(q) or E,(q).
Proof. If z E F4(qO), then L contains an r-subgroup A4 isomorphic to O,(qO), while if 1 is a r-subgroup of type 2E6 then it has a r-subgroup M
